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ABSTRACT

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the leading causes of cancer-related death and is currently the main event leading to death in patients with cirrhosis. Evolving information suggests that the metabolic syndrome with non-alcoholic liver disease may be an important cause of HCC in addition to viral hepatitis and alcohol-induced liver disease. The molecular pathogenesis is extremely complex and heterogeneous. To date the molecular information has not impacted on treatment decisions. Periodic surveillance imaging of patients with cirrhosis is widely practiced, especially because diagnostic, radiographic criteria for early-stage HCC have been defined (including nodules between 1 and 2 cm) and effective treatment is available for tumours detected at an early stage. Worldwide the approach to resection versus transplantation varies depending upon local resources, expertise and donor availability. The criteria for transplantation are discussed, and the controversial areas highlighted with evidence-based recommendations provided. Several approaches are available for intermediate stage disease, including radiofrequency ablation, transarterial chemoembolisation and radioembolisation; the rationale for these therapies is buttressed by appropriate outcome-based studies. For advanced disease, systemic therapy with sorafenib remains the option best supported by current data. Thus, while several trials have failed to improve the benefits of established therapies, studies assessing the sequential or combined application of those already known to be beneficial are needed. Also, new concepts are provided in regards to selecting and stratifying patients for second-line studies, which may help explain the failure of prior studies.

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a major health problem worldwide as more than 700 000 cases are diagnosed yearly. 1 Major risk factors include infection with hepatitis B or C viruses, and alcohol-related cirrhosis. Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis has recently emerged as a relevant risk factor. Smoking increases the risk and coffee may diminish it. The cancer genetics must also be compared with non-tumour tissue to identify cancer-specific alterations. The cancer programme also varies over time, and hence genetic features critical for carcinogenesis may vary from the metastasis genetic programme 14; such a process likely evolves via clonal evolution. Unfortunately, much of the human material available for genetic analysis comes from surgical specimens and therefore reflects only a small subset of patients. Cancer genetic heterogeneity is extremely impressive; not only are there differences between patients, but between tumour nodules in the same patient, and even within a single tumour nodule (figure 1). 15 For example, one study employing whole-genome sequencing examining three nodules in one patient identified

MOLECULAR CLASSIFICATION OF HCC: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

The molecular era of medicine was anticipated with great expectations so that the molecular genesis of cancer would be unravelled quickly with great benefits for patients. The biomedical community hoped that we would be able to (A) easily risk-stratify patients, (B) identify common and dominant oncogenic pathways and (C) institute targeted and curative therapies using a personalised medicine approach (box 4). Some of these goals have been accomplished for some cancers, but progress has been slow and disappointing in many. Cancers are far more complex than realised, more genetically heterogeneous than appreciated and genetic information quite difficult to analyse from a systems biology perspective, especially pathway mapping. The nature of the genetic information is also protean. For example, genetic analysis involves transcriptional profiling often referred to as expression signatures, miRNA profiling, assessment of long non-coding RNAs, determination of copy number aberrations, deep exome sequencing, quantification of hemizygous and homozygous deletions, and promoter methylation (box 5). 16–12 To further confound interpretation of the genetic analysis, there are driver mutations important in the biology of the cancer and passenger mutations which are unimportant, 10–13 distinguishing between the two is not easy. The cancer genetics must also be compared with non-tumour tissue to identify cancerspecific alterations. The cancer programme also varies over time, and hence genetic features critical for carcinogenesis may vary from the metastasis genetic programme 14; such a process likely evolves via clonal evolution. Unfortunately, much of the human material available for genetic analysis comes from surgical specimens and therefore reflects only a small subset of patients. Cancer genetic heterogeneity is extremely impressive; not only are there differences between patients, but between tumour nodules in the same patient, and even within a single tumour nodule (figure 1). 15 For example, one study employing whole-genome sequencing examining three nodules in one patient identified
two driver mutations in one nodule due to clonal evolution and separate driver mutations in the other two.\textsuperscript{16} The intratumoural heterogeneity may reflect the existence of distinct pools of cancer stem-like cells that display different tumorigenicity and independent genomic evolution.\textsuperscript{17} Thus, not only does each patient have their own private cancer but each tumour nodule may be genetically unique within the same patient. The HCC genetics also may vary due to the aetiology of the underlying liver disease and the patients’ genetic background making comparisons of the genetic changes between different regions of the world difficult.

Unfortunately, even when oncogenic pathways are identified by genetic studies, they have proven difficult to target therapeutically. Our current pharmacological technology is much better at designing kinase inhibitors than in blocking protein–protein interactions. For example, despite the strong evidence for WNT/\β-catenin pathways in HCC, this pathway has so far been difficult to target pharmacologically.

Cancer cell reliance on an intrinsic oncogene mutation for survival has been termed oncogene addiction\textsuperscript{18}, one of the

---

**Box 1** Current concepts regarding HCC

- Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the main cause of death in patients with cirrhosis.
- In HCC not only might each patient have their own private cancer but each tumour site may be genetically unique. Genetics also may vary due to the underlying liver disease (nature of the microenvironment) and the patients’ background. As a result, currently none of the existing guidelines in HCC incorporate genetic tools.
- Combining clinical, pathological and gene expression data may help in HCC prognostication. How this may impact patient selection and therapeutic strategies remains to be clarified.
- Since in most instances cirrhosis precedes HCC, regular ultrasound screening in such at-risk patients is recommended. Diagnostic work-up should be initiated when nodules of at least 10 mm are detected.
- For outcome prediction, treatment planning and research, the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) staging system is recommended.
- Technical feasibility of a given treatment is not a surrogate for improved patient survival. Therapeutic recommendations should consider the net difference of survival with versus survival without a given treatment (benefit principle).

**Box 2** Liver transplantation for HCC

- Not a single therapeutic modality may fit all hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) presentations, as patient and their disease-specific features are also crucial for decision making.
- Prediction of survival for end-stage cirrhosis without cancer is quite well captured by the MELD score while HCC lacks prognostication models applicable to various treatments and to liver transplantation.
- Organ allocation for patients with HCC is currently based on maximisation of post-transplant outcome (utility). The benefit principle helps to avoid futile transplantation on very early (<2 cm in size) and in advanced tumours.
- The Milan Criteria remain the benchmark for patient selection and the baseline comparator with other suggested criteria. Modest expansion may be proposed (University of California San Francisco or Up-to-7 criteria) if not detrimental to the dynamics of the waiting list and depending upon organ availability.
- Pretransplant tumour downstaging is possible, and if tumour burden is reduced within conventional Milan Criteria, the 5-year survival is comparable to that of HCC eligible to transplants without requiring downstaging.

**Box 3** Non-surgical therapy for HCC

- Locoregional options aim to induce tumour necrosis and necrosis may not be paralleled by tumour burden reduction. EASL criteria and mRECIST take into account the degree of tumour necrosis and should guide treatment response assessment.\textsuperscript{63}
- Ablation competes with surgery for hepatocellular carcinoma <3 cm and may be considered as first-line treatment depending on age/associated comorbidities and location of the tumour.
- Trans-arterial chemoembolisation (TACE) is the first-line option for patients with intermediate (Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) B) stage. Tolerance has improved by the use of beads. Restrictive selection and proper technique result in prolonged survivals that are the benchmark when debating the benefits of surgery in patients with multifocal disease or transplantation with expanded criteria.
- Radioembolisation with Y90 microsphere may provide survival rates similar to TACE and sorafenib, particularly in the setting of portal vein thrombosis. Ongoing randomised trials should confirm this possibility.
- Sorafenib is the sole systemic agent improving patient survival with an adequate safety profile. Response to sorafenib proved that survival of cancer patients may be increased in the absence of a decrease in tumour burden. Time to progression to estimate treatment activity as a surrogate of efficacy needs refinement and validation.
- Postprogression survival is a relevant parameter in patients that receive sequential therapies. It is influenced by pattern of progression as well as by liver function impairment and presence of symptoms. All these parameters have to be taken into account in trial design and analysis.

**Box 4** Goals of genetic studies

- Risk stratification
  - Risk for developing hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
  - Risk for HCC recurrence following ‘curative’ therapy
  - Disease prognostication for existing HCC
- Oncogene pathway identification
  - Carcinogenesis
  - Invasion and metastases
- Targeted therapy based on a patient’s own cancer genetic profile
goals of genetic studies is to identify such oncogene mutations for therapeutic targeting. An example is melanomas, which commonly express a mutant BRAF gene encoding BRAF (V600E) resulting in a gain of function.19 Patients with melanomas harbouring this mutation respond to vemurafenib.19 This scenario reflects an excellent example of personalised medicine in oncology. However, the patient response rates are neither uniform nor durable.

The microenvironment is also critical in tumour biology. Recent data indicate hepatocyte growth factor secretion by adjacent stromal cells is sufficient to provide resistance to cell killing by vemurafenib.20 21 Hence, cancer therapy must be viewed more broadly than merely targeting genetic aberrations and the nature of the microenvironment will be critical in this analysis.

Given this byzantine complexity of tumour genetics, it is not surprising that meaningful progress has been difficult, and none of the existing guidelines in HCC incorporate genetic tools. In the following sections, we will dissect the available genetic information emphasising commonalities of findings as opposed to discrepancies.

### Risk stratification for developing HCC

Several genome-wide association (GWAS) studies examining single nucleotide polymorphisms have been performed, although many have not been validated in large external cohorts and suffer from methodological drawbacks.22–30 The pathways affected include oxidative stress and detoxifying pathways, iron metabolism, inflammation-cytokine-chemokine systems and DNA synthesis and repair mechanisms.29 Interestingly, functional polymorphisms in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) have also been associated with the risk for HCC.31 32 Given the availability of EGFR inhibitors, such drugs may be tested as chemopreventative strategies. Finally, somatic mutations activating telomerase reverse transcriptase promoter have been identified in cirrhotic preneoplastic macronodules and early HCC, suggesting these mutations in liver tissue could be used to identify patients at high risk for developing HCC.33

### Oncogenic pathways

mRNA expression and genome-wide methylation profiling

The large number of studies devoted to this technology has been extensively reviewed.11 38 Briefly three major pathways were identified including a WNT/β-catenin, a proliferation and a hepatoblastoma-like pathway. The molecular signatures have been broad and without precise overlap between studies. Therefore, although informative they are unlikely to make their way into clinical practice. Furthermore, they have not elucidated specific, targetable oncogenic pathways. The same can be said of the genome-wide methylation profiles published to date.39

### Risk stratification for HCC recurrence

One of the greatest problems plaguing potential curative treatment for HCC is the high risk of recurrence (ie, ablation and surgical resection). Expression profiling of fixed tissue HCC and non-tumour tissue has been employed to gain insight into this risk.34 Unexpectedly, it was both the tumour and the non-tumour expression signature that predicted tumour recurrence. These data are compatible with a field defect in the cirrhotic liver and indicate that most delayed tumour recurrences after curative therapy may not be metastasis from the original tumour but rather de novo cancers arising in the cirrhotic liver. Alternatively, it could also be that the surrounding liver signature identifies a more advanced liver disease with more oncogenic risk or even a specific feature that makes metastatic nesting and progression less efficient. The data identified a strong interleukin-6 (IL-6) downstream signature compatible with inflammatory cytokine-driven carcinogenesis. As disruption of IL-6 signalling reduces experimental carcinogenesis in the mouse, these data also suggest IL-6 inhibition could be a secondary chemopreventive strategy.35 36 Microvascular invasion by HCC is an established risk factor for recurrence. Given this information, a molecular signature predicting vascular invasion would help to stratify the patients’ risk for recurrent disease. Although an expression signature has been reported for microvascular invasion, it was not strongly predictive of recurrent disease and hence its clinical value uncertain.12 An alternative approach has been combining clinical, pathological and gene expression data to predict HCC recurrence.16 A proliferative molecular expression signature combined with the adverse non-tumour molecular signature described above plus the pathological presence of satellite nodules predicted disease recurrence.17

### Figure 1

Macroscopic appearance of a large hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) resected from a patient with hepatitis C virus cirrhosis. Note the heterogeneous appearance with some necrotic areas. This macroscopic appearance translates into a heterogeneous degree of cell differentiation, as well as proliferation activity at a microscopic level. Should not be unexpected to find heterogeneous genomic profile when trying to characterise the tumour at a molecular level. As a result, efforts to profile HCC patients through biopsy sampling with the goal to refine prognosis prediction and therapeutic target identification may be an unrealistic enterprise.

### Box 5 Complexity of hepatocellular carcinoma genetic profiling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genome alterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genome-wide association studies by single nucleotide polymorphisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA expression profiles/signatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA expression profiles/signatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long non-coding RNA expression profiles/signatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy number aberrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exome sequencing for mutations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homozygous and heterozygous deletions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA epigenetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoter methylation status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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be targeted therapeutically has yet to be established.

Genome-wide surveys
There are a limited number of studies in HCC using genome-
wide surveys. Zucman-Rossi and coworkers examined 125 sur-
gically excised HCC in French patients for copy number analysis
and performed whole-genome sequencing in 24 HCC in which the
largest subset had alcoholic cirrhosis.43 The major pathways
commonly altered by somatic mutations or homozygous dele-
tions included the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, the p53 pathway,
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Ras signalling pathways,
oxidative and endoplasmic reticulum stress modulators, and pro-
cesses responsible for chromatin remodelling. Of note, different
mutations segregated by aetiology of the liver disease suggesting
initiation of carcinogenesis may vary between different liver dis-
eases. Inactivation of chromatin remodelers was more common
in HCC from patients with alcoholic cirrhosis, whereas inter-
feron regulatory factor 2 (IRF2; a modulator of the p53
pathway) mutations were found predominantly in HBV patients.
Nakagawa and colleagues performed whole-genome sequencing
in 27 HCC from Japanese patients, which were largely due to
HBV and hepatitis C virus (HCV).44 They also noted mutations
affecting the Wnt/β-catenin, the p53 and chromatin remodelling
pathways. In addition, they identified point mutations in
ERRFI1, a protein that inhibits the kinase domains of EGFR
and ERBB2. Loss of function of ERRFI1 may activate EGFR sig-
nalling pathways in a small subset of HCC, and mutations of
ERRFI1 may serve as biomarker for EGFR-directed therapies.
HBV genome insertion was also observed within or upstream of
the telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) gene as previously
identified by Roberts and colleagues, suggesting that modulation
of telomerase activity is a carcinogenic mechanism in HBV
patients.45 Luk and colleagues also performed a genome-wide
survey of recurrent HBV integration sites in 81 HCC from
HBV-positive Chinese patients.46 Recurrent genes with HBV
integrations breakpoints in HCC included TERT, mixed lineage
leukaemia 4 (MLL4), cyclin E1 (CCNE1), SUMO1/sentin-
specific peptidase 1 (SENPS), rho-associated, coiled-coil con-
taining protein kinase 1 (ROCK1) and fibroactin 1 (FNI).
HBV integration was associated with their upregulation impli-
cating their dysregulation in the pathogenesis of HCC. Taken
together, these studies have highlighted as new therapeutic
targets the area of chromatin remodelling in a large subset of
HCC.

High-resolution analysis of a single HCC genome was per-
formed in a HCV-positive HCC.47 A tuberous sclerosis 1
(TSC1) inactivating, nonsense substitution was identified in a
subpopulation of the tumour cells, indicating a mammalian
mTOR inhibitors and epigenetic modulators.49 However, pro-
gress will be slow and targeting the tumour microenvironment
may be as equally fruitful.

SCREENING AND DIAGNOSIS
HCC is the main cause of death in patients with cirrhosis, and
long-term disease-free survival will rely on its early detection
and treatment1–3 . Since the population at risk is identified, all
scientific associations recommend regular ultrasound (US)
screening in at-risk patients if they would be treated if diag-
nosed with HCC. This limits screening to patients with pres-
served liver function (Child-Pugh A and B) and absence of
severe comorbidities. Diagnostic work-up should be initiated
when detected nodules reach 10 mm. α-Fetoprotein (AFP) and
other tumour markers do not have clinical value for screening
and diagnosis, and novel biomarkers for early HCC are
needed,15–19 as this surely would improve the current effective-
lessness of screening.10

Biopsy has false-negative results (up to 40% in HCC
≤2 cm)51 52 even if applying specific immunostaining
approaches,53 54 and HCC diagnosis is highly likely in nodules
>10 mm within a cirrhotic liver. This has been key to develop
imaging diagnostic criteria. HCC diagnosis is accepted if intense
arterial contrast uptake followed by contrast ‘washout’ in the
delayed venous phase is observed either at MR or CT in a
nodule >10 mm within a cirrhotic liver.1–3 55 This profile has
been validated but still has a limited sensitivity,52 and current
research aims to develop novel imaging technologies56 or liver-
specific contrasts57 that would permit diagnosis for those
without the specific findings. Diagnostic needs for clinical prac-
tice should be separated from the valued tissue banking for
research purposes that should take into account the potential
risk of seeding.58

OUTCOME PREDICTION
Patients and relatives expect information about life expectancy.
Survival prediction considers tumour burden, liver function and
cancer-related symptoms (eg, performance status (PS),
Karnofsky Index) and the impact of treatment. Several instru-
ments have been proposed, but the Barcelona Clinic Liver
Cancer (BCLC) has been widely endorsed and used for practice
and research (figure 2). It links staging with prognosis and first-
line treatment option for each.1 39 Patients with very early or
early-stage HCC (BCLC A) solitary HCC without vascular inva-
sion should be considered for resection, transplantation or abla-
tion. Size is not a limiting factor for surgery as if the HCC has
grown up to large size without spreading and has not induced
symptoms, resection may still be beneficial.1 39 BCLC B patients
include asymptomatic patients with multifocal HCC without
vascular invasion and/or extrahepatic spread. Liver function has
to be preserved and first-line treatment is trans-arterial chemomobilisation (TACE). This should be preferably limited to patients with compensated cirrhosis as treatment may further aggravate cirrhosis if already decompenated. Theoretically, the intermediate BCLC B stage includes a heterogeneous group of disease presentations. However, it is important to remark that the BCLC is devised for patients who do not present major liver function impairment that would have to be considered for transplantation in the absence of severe comorbidities and if they would not have excessive tumour burden (figure 1). The Child-Pugh classification is commonly used to evaluate liver function and life expectancy, but this is not fully served by it or by the MELD score. Therefore, spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, refractory ascites, hyponatremia, episodes of encephalopathy among several other parameters indicate end-stage cirrhosis. Thus, even if patients would fit into Child-Pugh B, an expert hepatologist evaluation would classify such patients as presenting end-stage liver cirrhosis (becoming indeed a BCLC D) and disregard any anticancer therapy. Same heterogeneity affects the extent of tumour burden, but careful clinical assessment in multifocal HCC affecting both lobes usually discloses cancer-related symptoms and then patients should be classified as BCLC C. This stage also includes those with extrahepatic spread and/or vascular invasion. They will benefit from sorafenib therapy. Finally, end-stage patients (BCLC D) are at the end of the clinical spectrum and their dismal prognosis can be easily predicted by markedly impaired PS or end-stage cirrhosis. In such patients, HCC diagnosis may merely become a contraindication if the enlisting criteria are exceeded. If transplant is not feasible, short-term prognosis is poor and HCC treatment will be of no benefit.

TREATMENT: CURRENT CHALLENGES AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The endpoint of treatment is to improve survival with quality-of-life preservation. Technical feasibility is not a surrogate for improved survival, and therapeutic recommendation has to be driven by evidence-based, risk–benefit analysis.

The development of locoregional procedures (ablation, chemo/radio embolisation) that may induce tumour necrosis and positively impact survival, and the efficacy of sorafenib for patients at advanced stage have altered the old limited therapeutic landscape. Treatment indications and applications have been refined, and if patients are not candidates for first-line therapy as per stage, they can be shifted to the treatment option for a more progressed BCLC stage (the treatment stage migration concept). Treatment of HCC in a non-cirrhotic liver follows the same principles, although efficacy and impact on outcome are less predictable.

Open issues in surgical management of HCC in the era of liver transplantation

In conventional descriptions, hepatic resection and liver transplantation (LT) are often presented as separate components of the so-called ‘surgical’ HCC; a disputed definition that lacks a specific clinical designation. The results of resection and transplantation are difficult to summarise since not a single surgical modality may fit all HCC presentations, being individual components of the patients crucial for decision making. Resection and transplantation achieve the best outcomes in well-selected candidates (5-year survival of 60–80%) and compete as the first option in patients with early tumours and well-preserved liver function on an intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis. Currently the following four concepts need to be addressed.

Current decision making in LT

Both in America and in Europe the number of patients waiting for a liver exceeds the number of performed transplants per year; less than one patient out of three of those enlisted receives LT. The introduction of living-related LT and the use of marginal cadaveric donors and non-heart beating donors have not significantly modified this trend.
Decision making regarding LT for cancer versus non-cancer patients is also confounded by the progressive increase in the number of HCC patients. After the implementation of the Milan Criteria (MC), the number of LTs for HCC has increased worldwide and currently in Europe about 27% of all LT patients have HCC with countries peaking over 40%. Thus, major emphasis has been placed on policies and priorities regarding waiting list management (table 1). The MELD score accurately predicts poor short-term outcome in cirrhosis and it allows priority policies to transplant the sickest. Conversely, the heterogeneity of tumour presentation and the variability of response to treatments impede an accurate prediction of progression, effective transplantation and survival after transplantation in HCC patients. Complex statistical models have been advocated, but the controversies persist and no strategy has been uniformly adopted (table 2).

Transplant selection criteria for HCC

The criteria for determining whether a HCC patient is eligible for LT are very heterogeneous worldwide. However, the MC remain the benchmark for patient selection and the baseline comparator with other suggested criteria (table 3). Meta-analysis of published data has confirmed the strong association of MC (single HCC ≤ 5 cm or multiple HCC ≤ 3 nodules ≤ 3 cm, with no macro-vascular invasion on radiographic staging) with a survival advantage (HR 1.7) and a low risk of selecting an aggressive biologic behaviour with respect to patients exceeding them. Nevertheless, MC are often referred to as restrictive and ‘expanded criteria’ have been proposed. The University of San Francisco (UCSF) criteria have been partially validated, but they significantly overlap with MC and at best would just expand candidates for LT ≈ 5%. A study of more than 1500 tumour explants from patients undergoing LT beyond MC reported that patient prognostication may be individualised according to a specific algorithm (http://www.hcc-olt-metroticket.org/calculator): the larger the tumour and it allows priority policies to transplant the sickest. Conversely, the heterogeneity of tumour presentation and the variability of response to treatments impede an accurate prediction of progression, effective transplantation and survival after transplantation in HCC patients. Complex statistical models have been advocated, but the controversies persist and no strategy has been uniformly adopted (table 2).

**Table 1** Specificities of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in cirrhosis with respect to cirrhosis lacking HCC at the time of transplant consideration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cirrhosis</th>
<th>HCC+cirrhosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High pretransplant mortality</td>
<td>Low pretransplant mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High post-transplant long-term recovery</td>
<td>Variable post-transplant cure, depending on tumour stage at operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictable outcome with no transplant through the MELD score</td>
<td>Composite prognostic factors and variable biology influencing outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No competitive options beside transplantation</td>
<td>Competitive options in selected patients subgroups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Urgency principle | Utility principle |

**Table 2** Allocation models considered for liver transplantation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urgency</td>
<td>Focused on pretransplant risk of dying: patients with worse outcome on the waiting list are given higher priority for transplantation (based on Child-Pugh or MELD score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>Based on maximisation of post-transplant outcome, takes into account donor and recipient characteristics: mainly used for HCC since the MELD score poorly predicts post-transplant outcome in HCC due to the absence of donor factors and lack of predicting tumour progression while waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit</td>
<td>Calculated by subtracting the survival achieved with LT the survival obtained without LT. Ranks patients according to the net survival benefit that they would derive from transplantation and maximise the lifetime gained through transplantation. If applied to HCC without adjustments, it may prioritise patients at highest risk or recurrence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; LT, liver transplantation.
Table 3 Selection criteria in liver transplantation for HCC *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milan (MC)</td>
<td>Single lesion ≤ 5 cm Up to 3 lesions ≤ 3 cm No macrovascular invasion</td>
<td>The benchmark of patient selection criteria in patients undergoing LT for HCC endorsed in major international guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSF</td>
<td>Single ≤ 5.5 cm Up to three lesions ≤ 4.5 cm Sum of tumour diameter ≤ 8 cm</td>
<td>Significant overlap with MC allowing at best the expansion of LT candidate with HCC of around 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-to-7</td>
<td>Sum of size (cm) and number of HCC nodules ≤ 7 No mVI</td>
<td>Flexible approach allowing patients with different size-and-number combinations to compete for the same survival. Online calculator at <a href="http://hcc-olt-metroticket.org/calculator">http://hcc-olt-metroticket.org/calculator</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTV+AFP</td>
<td>Any lesions up to TTV ≤ 115 cm³ AFP ≤ 400 ng/mL</td>
<td>Combined score would exclude large HCC or small one with potentially aggressive behaviour and poor post-LT outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan+AFP</td>
<td>Score system based Number of nodules Size of the largest nodule AFP at listing ≤ 100; 100–1000; &gt;1000 ng/mL</td>
<td>Within MC, score ≤ 2 predicts good survival. Patients exceeding MC with AFP &lt;100; ≤ 3 nodules; ≤ 5 cm might be considered eligible for LT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Only criteria with population/registry-based collection or meta-analysis of the current evidence are listed.
AFP, α-fetoprotein; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; LT, liver transplantation; MC, Milan Criteria; mVI, microvascular invasion; TTV, total tumour volume; UCSF, University of California San Francisco.

Pretransplant HCC downstaging: true benefit or just another selection tool?
The term ‘downstaging’ defines the reduction of the HCC burden to meet acceptable criteria for LT.79 ‘Acceptable’ criteria being defined by expected survival after LT,88 that is equal to those patients who meet transplant criteria without downstaging.78 90 Such intricate definition reflects the underdetermined benefit of downstaging while denotes the principle of the strategy: to select a more favourable tumour ‘biology’ determined by response to treatment.90

TACE is the treatment modality most applied for downstaging, followed by radiofrequency ablation (RFA), radioembolisation and surgical resection. Most programmes use the MC as the endpoint of downstaging to be maintained for at least 3–6 months.86 90 The lack of a reproducible and validated approach for baseline staging, assessment of downstaging, delisting criteria and absence of robust ITT analysis has prevented the endorsement of such approach in guidelines.71

Treatment of the very early HCC
Over the last decade several competitors have challenged transplantation and resection as the most efficacious treatment for early HCC. Considering the competitive long-term results of non-transplant treatment in patients with well-compensated cirrhosis and very early HCC (single tumour of <2 cm in size; T1 stage91 92), the application of LT at very early stages of HCC development—usually detected in the setting of screening—may be futile.88 Very early tumours can remain dormant for a significant period of time,93 94 and their doubling time may exceed 10–20 months.95 Not surprisingly, resection and ablation have achieved excellent survival outcomes in this setting, in the range of 60–70% at 5 years.96 97 While a robust trial appropriately comparing LR and ablation is still not available,98 large case-control series and modelling studies support RFA as a non-inferior99 and more cost-effective100 treatment for very early HCCs.

For small tumours when all three modalities (ablation, resection and LT) could be applied, there are few data to guide decision making. Pattern of recurrence, patient conditions, liver status and treatments applicability are crucial when the transplant alternative is considered. Proposals include ‘ablate and wait’ strategy that reserves LT for those patients who develop recurrence100 while others have proposed resection as first approach and reserving LT for those patients with microvascular invasion at explant pathology.101 Sufficient data to robustly guide decision making are lacking, and trials tailored for all the clinical permutations are not in place.

Post-transplantation follow-up and treatment upon recurrence
There is no evidence-based recommendation to be applied after transplantation in order to promptly detect and treat HCC recurrence. Early recurrence due to dissemination is likely to have poorer prognosis than late recurrence as it happens after resection, and treatment decision should be individualised according to the same parameters as at first diagnosis. Tumour seeding due to tumour puncture for diagnosis or ablation can be successfully resected with potential long-term disease-free survival. Retrospective studies showed that surgical resection and ablation of recurrent HCC have poorer prognosis than late recurrence as it happens after resection, and treatment decision should be individualised according to the same parameters as at first diagnosis. Tumour seeding due to tumour puncture for diagnosis or ablation can be successfully resected with potential long-term disease-free survival. Retrospective studies showed that surgical removal of recurring HCC has primed a re-surgical removal of recurring HCC has primed a re-

Locoregional treatment
Locoregional options aim to induce tumour necrosis, and this has primed a refinement of the conventional oncology criteria to evaluate treatment activity. The RECIST criteria103 are not informative as necrosis may not be paralleled by tumour burden reduction. In ablation the goal is to achieve complete response recognised by the absence of tumour contrast uptake by contrast enhanced US, CT or MRL.104 By contrast, TACE seldom achieves complete response and the magnitude of response takes into account the presence of residual viable tumour tissue. The degree of lipiodol (an oily contrast used to produce an emulsion with chemotherapy, i.e., injected prior to arterial obstruction with gelfoam in conventional TACE) accumulation in the tumour is not accurate to reflect necrosis.105 EASL criteria and its follow-up development known as mRECIST106 take into account the degree of tumour necrosis as manifested by dynamic CT or MRL.106 Extent of tumour necrosis has been correlated with outcome after ablation or TACE.107–109 Complete necrosis after ablation offers no controversy, but quantification of partial necrosis in patients with multifocal disease is quite challenging and this is far more complex in patients under systemic therapy (figure 3), there also being a major need to proof interobserver agreement.

850
Ablation
Radiofrequency (RFA) is now the first-line technique for ablation.\textsuperscript{110} Ethanol injection has less local control efficacy\textsuperscript{111} but still has a role to achieve complete response when the residual viable tissue is minimal or when the location of the tumour implies risk of adverse events. Both techniques achieve the same effectiveness and survival in solitary HCC \textless{}2 cm.\textsuperscript{112,113} Survival of patients with HCC < 3 cm treated by ablation competes with that of surgical candidates.\textsuperscript{112,113} Hence, both approaches may be considered as first line and consideration has to be given to age-associated comorbidities and location of the tumour. In HCC > 3 cm, the failure rate increases and the same applies to multifocal HCC even if tumour size is less than 3 cm.\textsuperscript{112,115} In such instance, resection or the combined treatment by chemoembolisation and ablation has been suggested to improve survival,\textsuperscript{110,114} but available studies preclude robust conclusions because of suboptimal patient selection. Trials targeting the population to benefit from the combined approach are still awaited. Recurrence after ablation is the same as after surgical resection, although anatomic resection may achieve better local control. Unfortunately, there is no effective approach to reduce risk of recurrence. Antiviral treatment may reduce the rate of metachronic HCC in HBV patients.\textsuperscript{1-3}

Transarterial chemoembolisation and transarterial radioembolisation (TARE)
The dominant arterial vascular supply of HCC provides the rationale to treat these cancers through selective delivery of anticancer agents. TACE combines selective arterial obstruction with chemotherapy injection. Cumulative meta-analysis of the informative trials has positioned TACE as the first-line option for BCLC B patients.\textsuperscript{107} Restrictive selection of candidates to exclude those with decompensated cirrhosis, proper techniques and an adequate policy to stop TACE at the time of liver failure or lack of treatment response results in median survival exceeding 4 years.\textsuperscript{115,116} This figure provides a benchmark to be used when debating the benefits of surgery in patients with multifocal disease or transplantation with expanded criteria. Tolerance to the procedure has improved by the use of drug-eluting beads that obstruct arterial vessels and slowly release chemotherapy.\textsuperscript{117} This enhances exposure of tumour cells to the agent and reduces systemic levels responsible for haematological adverse events.

Since arterial obstruction induces release of angiogenic factors, it makes sense to combine TACE with antiangiogenics such as sorafenib. While the combination is safe, its efficacy in enhancing tumour response and/or delaying tumour progression rate has not been proven.\textsuperscript{118,119} Indeed, the best sequence of combining sorafenib and TACE is not defined.

TARE differs from TACE. It does not base its effect in arterial obstruction but rather in the local action of $\beta$ radiation through the lodging of yttrium-loaded glass or resin spheres in vessels feeding the tumour.\textsuperscript{120} The procedure is well tolerated, and cohort studies with heterogeneous populations suggest it may provide survival rates similar to TACE and sorafenib, particularly in the setting of portal vein thrombosis (PVT).\textsuperscript{121,122} Ongoing randomised controlled trials (RCTs) in first-line combined or head to head versus sorafenib or in second-line versus placebo will define the population that benefits from this approach.

Systemic therapy and endpoints reconsideration in HCC
No systemic agent had been shown to improve patient survival until the advent of sorafenib, an oral multikinase inhibitor with antiangiogenic and antiproliferative action. Two RCTs demonstrated a significant 30\% improvement in survival with an adequate safety profile.\textsuperscript{123,124} The success of sorafenib altered several tenets relative to cancer therapy. It proved that survival of cancer patients may be improved in the absence of a decrease

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{CT of a large heterogeneous hepatocellular carcinoma treated with sorafenib. The tumour is recognised as a large hypervascular mass with heterogeneous intensity of contrast uptake (left panel). Sorafenib treatment induces a reduction in vascular supply and an area of necrosis that is reflected by absence of contrast enhancement. This reduction of tumour burden is not captured by conventional RECIST and thus novel proposals to register necrosis induction have been developed and known as EASL or mRECIST criteria. Their correlation with treatment efficacy and improved outcome has been validated for ablation and chemoembolisation, but robust validation in patients treated with sorafenib or other systemic agents is lacking. Indeed, the heterogeneity of the changes and the varying pattern in different foci may prevent a robust assessment with adequate interobserver agreement. Hence, use of the registered information to attempt correlation of changes at imaging and outcome is challenging.}
\end{figure}
In summary, major changes have occurred in the diagnosis and management of HCC. Hopefully, prevention plans to reduce the impact of risk factors, an earlier diagnosis and more effective therapies will finally induce a major reduction of liver cancer-related death and eliminate HCC from the top position of cancer killers.
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